WELCOME

KwickScreen is a printable, adaptable and portable partition, designed to solve several important issues in healthcare.

Introduce artwork into your hospital to promote patient and staff wellbeing and manage your environment more effectively.

Make the most of your spaces with KwickScreen.
TEMPORARY SCREENING

KwickScreens are portable and flexible making them perfect for use as temporary partitions for crash situations and emergency procedures.

PRIVACY & DIGNITY

Create private areas in open-plan spaces with the option of choosing a printed design to provide a more comfortable, uplifting patient experience.
KwickScreens act as physical barriers preventing the spread of infection by droplet transmission. Their component materials are wipe clean, bacteria-impermeable and easy to maintain.

ISOLATED CARE

Quickly create partitioned spaces for patient isolation, screened-off waiting areas and pop-up side rooms for emergency and crash situations.

“We find KwickScreens extremely useful. They are used in wards, theatre recovery and the intensive care unit to enhance infection control precautions when patients are in a bay and not a side room. The clear design we have used ensures that patients can be observed and they do not feel isolated from other people.”

– Vickie Longstaff, Infection Prevention Lead, Homerton University Hospital
MIXED SEX WARDS: ACCOMMODATING MALE AND FEMALE PATIENTS

KwickScreens create versatile spaces, without the need for expensive ward remodelling. They transform this mixed sex ward into two single sex units that can be reconfigured to accommodate a variable male : female patient ratio.

Fixed-to-wall KwickScreens act as flexible walls which can be bent and retracted for ease of access.

Freestanding KwickScreens are portable to allow individual bays to be divided as needed, providing maximum patient privacy and dignity.

BRIGHTER ENVIRONMENTS

Bring a splash of colour to your patients and workplace with a printed KwickScreen. With lots of designs to choose from, or the option to create a bespoke print, why not complement your existing colour scheme to really boost the look of your spaces?
PATIENT EXPERIENCE & WELLBEING

Art directly impacts patient health, with distinct themes proven to aid recovery and reduce anxiety and aggressive behavior. Choose from engaging, colourful designs for paediatric wards to soothing, restful images for post-operative patients.

KwickScreen helped fund the creation of this children’s design by Jan von Holleben, for the John Radcliffe Hospital. The artwork was designed to improve the journey that children and their parents take from the Children’s Hospital to theatres and recovery.

RETRACTABLE & ADAPTABLE

KwickScreens are fully retractable and can be bent to make a corner at any point along their length. With a small footprint for easy storage, KwickScreens provide a versatile solution to space management problems.
PRINTS CATALOGUE

Designs can be printed on to see-through or white (opaque) screen panel material.

See-through panels can be printed to create partially see-through, or frosted screens. These are particularly popular in paediatric or infection control scenarios, where visual monitoring of patients is necessary.

White panels are completely non see-through and are perfect for privacy and dignity purposes. Pick an image from our catalogue, use your own image or our in-house art team can help create a custom design, incorporating a logo, message or particular colour scheme.
BRIGHTEN YOUR SURROUNDINGS WITH AN INSPIRING IMAGE FROM NATURE
CHILDREN

PLAYFUL, MULTICOLOURED PRINTS CREATE ENGAGING SPACES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
COLOURFUL PICTURES FOR ADDING VISUAL INTEREST TO YOUR SPACES
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CREATE A RELAXING, PRIVATE ENVIRONMENT FOR PATIENTS TO RECOVER AND SPEND TIME WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS

CALM & RESTFUL
Calm & Relaxing
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RE-LIVE MEMORIES WITH THESE HEARTWARMING AND REMINISCENT IMAGES

Research conducted by Chelsea and Westminster Hospital found that “patients with dementia appeared to show less aggressive agitated behaviour” after large colour images were incorporated into their care environments.

“When my Aunt was in hospital, she fell in love with the print on the KwickScreen” – Visitor at Lewisham Hospital
Nostalgic
VIBRANT

STUNNING, COLOURFUL PRINTS THAT TRANSFORM ANY AREA
Vibrant
CUSTOM-MADE

GET CUSTOMISATION INSPIRATION FROM SOME OF OUR SPECIALY-COMMISSIONED PRINTS
Screen Attachment
Flexibility for care environments

Instructions:
- Zip top zip to line, then feed further back and zip bottom zip strips attach. Then continue and the vertical magnetic of the rotor so that it is tight the screen round the back.

Screen Removal Instructions:
- When removing screen, roll-screen while unzipping it. And carefully roll-up the tightly to prevent unwinding by holding the top of the roll up from this end first. Try to keep the roll neat and even.

® 30 YEARS OF SUPPORTING BRIGHT YOUNG BUSINESSES
www.shell-livewire.org
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SPECIAL MENTIONS TO:

John Radcliffe Hospital, Homerton University Hospital, The Harley Street Clinic, The National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery and University College London Hospital for their help in providing images and quotes for this catalogue. Thank you all very much for your time and wonderful comments, from everyone at KwickScreen.